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‘Students Face Trying Times-O’Connell
Virginia Cook Health Service
Changes Ruling
To Play Lead
F o r Absences
In 6Saint Joan’
Other Members of Cast
Are Baucus, Hopkins,
Evans, Campbell

Students' Must Report Illnesses
And "Check-in” at Office
Upon Recuperation

FIGHT MONTANA
Hail Copper, Silver, Gold borne by our warriors bold,
’Tis the flag of the Grizzly bear,
See those Bruins tearing their way down the field,
We know they never will yield, Mo'ntana,
On we go to trample down the foe; let’s go Montana
We love the fray; the Grizzly fight fight, fight
Will bring victory; let’s go, Montana, we’ll win today.

Holm Makes
Debate Plans
For Tourney

Tw enty-fourth

U. S. Representative

Barristers’ Ball
Date Scheduled
Dance Commemorates Admission
Of Montana Law School
Into Association

Makes Special Trip
ForConvoeationTalk

Annual Women’s

Law students have begun plans
Reactionism, Fascism, Greed Blamed for Troubles;
for the twenty-fourth annual Bar
Stresses Need for Amended Neutrality
risters’ ball, January 22, in the
Copper and Gold rooms.'
Virginia Cook, Kalispell, fresh
Laws and Redistribution of Wealth
The
dance
commemorates
the
A
r
e
Organized
man, will play the title role in
anniversary of the admission of
George Bernard Shaw’s "Saint
Jerry J. O’Connell, United States representative from dis
the Montana school of law to the
Joan,” Masquer winter quarter
Association P l a n s Intersorority A m e r i c a n Association of Law trict one of Montana, addressing an all-school convocation this
major production, Donal Harring
And Interclass Basketball
Schools in 1914. The first Bar-1 morning, told students they face “the most trying times in the
ton, director of dramatics, an
For Next Month
High School Leagues Vote
risters’ ball was in January, 1915, j history of the country.” “Greed and reactionists here, and
nounced yesterday.
and
has been an annual event since.
To Adopt New Idea
^reactionism and fascism abroad
Leading parts also went to such
W o m e n ’ s Athletic association
Profits from this year’s dance
are the enemies which make life
experienced actors as Will Baucus,
For Competition
will sponsor intersorority and in will go into a newly created loan
much more difficult for the college
Don Hopkins, Mike Skones, Ger
terclass
basketball
tournaments
fund for the benefit of law stu
graduate now than it was for his
ald Evans and Tom Campbell,
Plans for a tournament system the weeks of February 20 and 27, dents who need financial aid.
parents.”
among others, out of a cast of 38.
will be adopted by the state high respectively, Mary E. Leichner,
The dance is in charge of a com
Representative O’Connell, intro
Characters supporting the Mar
school debate league, according to basketball manager, announced mittee headed by Cregg Coughlin,
Congressman Jerry J. O’Connell tyr Maid of France will be Cap
duced by President George Finlay
James N. Holm, president of the Monday.
Butte,
president
of
Phi
Delta
Phi,
Simmons, made a special trip from
talks creed and trylnc times at tain Robert de Baudricourt, Rob
league and university debate in
Nine sororities and the Mave national honorary fraternity for
convocation— see “U. S. Repre ert Sykes; Steward, Marshall Por
Bozeman for the convocation and
structor.
ricks plan to enter the intersorori lawyers. Others on the committee
expressed his pleasure at the op
sentative,” pace 1.
ter; Bertrand de Poulengey, James
The decision to use tournaments ty tournament. Each organization are William Youlden, Butte; Mer Outstanding Work Is Done
portunity to speak to the students.
Reynolds; Archbishop of Rheims,
in determining the sectional cham has elected a member to Inter rill Grafton, Billings; Tom MulIt was the first time he had vis
Will Baucus; Monseigneur de la
In Science Research
pionships was made after a care sorority board, which met Tuesday roney, Missoula; Dave Clarke, Hel
ited Montana State university as a
Tremouille, Don Hopkins; Page,
ful tabulation of the entry blanks in the women’s gym.
By
Graduate
ena;
Largey
MacDonald;
Butte;
lecturer, although he “saw every
Sam Melnick; Gilles de Rais, Vir
Pli. D.
of member schools. This plan,
Players must have attended 10 Phil Rowe, Missoula, and Maurice
Grizzly football game he possibly
gil McNabb; Captain la Hire, Bill
which was devised by Holm, was practices to participate. Five prac MacCormick, Deer Lodge.
On December 31 Dr. Ppilip W. could.”
Bartley; Dauphin, later King
endorsed three to one by those vot tices for class teams must be con
White, botany graduate in 1922, re
Tickets
for
the
ball
are
limited
Boosts Neutrality Act
Charles, Jack Wright; Duchess de
ing on the issue. “It should prove ducted during times set aside for to 150 and will go on sale January ceived the $1,000 prize given each
la Tremouille, Helen Holloway;
He stressed the need for an
highly successful in all respects if each class. T h e s e times are 5 10. They may be obtained from year by the American Association
Dunois, Bastard of Orleans, Mike
amended neutrality act, especially
every school co-operates to make o’clock Tuesday for sophomores, any member of the law school.
for the Advancement of Science.
Skones; Page to Dunois, Walt Mil
to remedy evils in the Spanish sit
it so,” Holm said.
The prize was awarded in Indian
5 o’clock Thursday for freshmen,
lar; Stogumber, Robert Spicher;
uation. The present act, preventing
The state will be divided into 7:30 o’clock Wednesday nights for
apolis, where American scientists
Earl of Warwick, Tom Campbell; Dr. Oberg, Anthropologist,
export of war materials to the
four districts. The western dis juniors and seniors, and 3 o’clock
attended the 101st association con
Page to Warwick, Paul Keilman;
Spanish
loyalist government, is
trict will consist of Whitefish, Kali- Saturday, open. These hours are
Economist,
Replaces
vention.
Cauchon, Bishop of Beauvais, Ger
actually greatly aiding the rebel
spell, Ronan, Dixon and Arlee; the also open to others who wish to
The prize is given to the young
Spaulding
ald Evans; Brother John le Maitre,
forces, he said.
southern, Butte, Dillon, Bozeman, practice. All practices must be in
scientist making the most out
Robert Kretzer; Canon d'Estivet,
Munitions, which may be shipped
Reed Point, Columbus, Fromberg by February 19. Freshmen and
standing discovery for the year.
Jack Chisholm; Canon de CourcelDr. Kalervo Oberg, anthropolo
to neutral nations, are bought from
and Laurel. Central district towns sophomores taking basketball need
The prize went to Dr. White this the United States by fascist coun
les, Heath Bottomley; Brother gist, Indian expert and economist,
are Cut Bank, Conrad, Simms, five practices in addition to physi
year because of his tomato root re tries and reshipped to the Spanish
Martin Ladvenu, Boyd Cocherell; will take a position as instructor of
Great Falls, Belt, Big Sandy, Ger cal classes.
search work. He discovered a Insurgents.
Executioner, Burke Sheeror; Eng anthropology and economics with
aldine, Denton and Lewistown.
pumping action capable of forcing
Carol
Wells
Cooney,
June
Paul
lish Soldier, Harold Hanson; Gen M o n t a n a university, President
O’Connell’s suggested remedy,
The eastern district will embrace son and Helen Sorge will referee Silver Bow and Cascade sap upward more than 20 feet. The
tleman of 1920, Walter King.
now in the form of a bill for con
George Finlay Simmons has an Froid, Culbertson, Bainville, Sid
committee reported that this dis gressional consideration, would
practices
and
both
tournaments.
Atmosphere will be furnished nounced. Dr. Oberg will fill the
Next;
Carter
Shows
ney, Glendive, Circle and Baker.
covery showed how ‘the sap rose give the president power to de
Eleanor Snyder is chairman of
by such Ladies of the Court as vacancy made when Dr. Harry
Tournaments will be in March, Intersority board. Other members
No Registration
to the top of trees.
Violet Thomson, Ruth Christiani, Turney-High applied for an ex
clare any nation at w ar ah aggres
on the date most convenient for are Catherine Wickware, Alpha
The young scientist receiving sor and an embargo on war ma
Doctor-elect H. G. Merrlam takes Lela Hoffstot, Helen Faulkner, tension of his leave of absence to
the host school. This will allow Phi; Shirley Reeves, Alpha Xij F o r m i n g approximately one- this year’s prize attended the uni
terials would automatically be
decree a t Columbia—see "Colum Marian Young and Carlobelle But teach at Tulane university. Albert sufficient time for practice debat
Delta; Jean Pattison, Alpha Chi fourth of the gross registration, versity with his twin brother. placed on that nation. The bill
ton. Gentlemen of the Court, As Spaulding, who replaced Turneybia Selects,” pace 1.
ing and individual d e b a t e s for Omega; Mary Bosseler, A l p h a Missoula county students again last T h e s e brothers were identical
sessors and Soldiers include A1 High last quarter, has resigned to
provides that supplies may be
those schools wishing a full debate Delta Pi; Esther Cunniff, Delta quarter outnumbered s t u d e n t s twins and people had difficulty in
Fluto, Bud Stokes, Robert Hender join an archaeological field party
shipped to the nation being at
season. All district tournaments Gamma; Vera Wilson, Delta Delta from any other county, the presi- identifying them. The boys’ father
son, Owen Coombe, John Brown, in Kentucky.
tacked.
must be concluded by April 2.
Delta; Sara Frey, Kappa Kappa dent’s office announced recently. instructed Missoula high school
John
Lindberg,
Winston
Edie
and
O’Connell’s trip through Spain,'
Both
President
Simmons
and
Dr.
Reviser
The four sectional winners will
Sidney Groff.
Harold Tascher, acting chairman be invited to the interscholastic Gamma; Martha Jenkins, Kappa Only one county, Carter, had no students in science during their at which caused much protest, was
tendance
at
the
university.
students
registered.
Delta;
Jane
Bowman,
Kappa
Al
Katherine Parkins is stage man of the department of economics
made, not on a congressional com
tournament at Missoula, which is
Dr. White received his Ph. D. mittee of inquiry, but as a member
The Missoula registration, 260
ager for the production.
and sociology, said that O b e r g held in May in connection with the pha Theta; Joyce Paulson, Sigma
comes to Montana well qualified Interscholastic meet. The final Kappa, and Ruth Eastman, Mave men and 258 women, totaled 518. degree at Johns Hopkins univer of a commission of investigation
From other states 176 students, 138 sity after graduating from Mon appointed by the secretary of state
and highly recommended not only tournament w i l l determine the ricks.
LITTLE WILL ADDRESS
tana. At the present time he is at the request of the Spanish loy
Lois Bauer and Esther Cunniff men and 38 women, attended.
STATE ENGINEERS’ MEET to carry on the anthropology work, state championship debate team are assistant basketball managers.
Silver Bow county sent 149 stu with the Rockefeller Institute for alist government. O’Connell was
but also to assist in economics. Dr. and the best individual debater.
Medical Research at Princeton, chosen because of his militant
dents,
97
men
and
52
women;
Cas
Oberg holds a Ph. D. degree in an
cade county 130, 92 men and 38 New Jersey.
Dr. E. M. Little, associate pro thropology from the University of
stand for the loyalists.
women; Yellowstone county 93, 72
fessor of physics, will address the Chicago.
Concentration of Wealth
Students Asked
NOTICE
men
and
21
women,
and
Flathead
Montana Society of Engineers on
Because he has studied Alaskan
O’Connell also discussed the na
Students who have not received
72, 46 men and 26 women.
architectural acoustics at the an and African tribes, Dr. Oberg will
For Suggestions
Gross registration for the quar their student activity cards may tional situation from the standpoint
nual meeting Monday, he an be able to pursue the Indian an
of “concentration of wealth in the
ter was 2,020, composed of 1,271 obtain them at the Student Union
nounced today.
thropological research for which Union Manager Wants Opinions
men and 749 women. Two foreign office by presenting their registra hands of 60 families.” He spoke of
Montana School of Mines stu Montana university has won recog
On Mixer Changes
“the concentrated effort to sab
tion fee receipts.
students were registered.
dents will hear Dr. Little give the nition. Shortly to be published is
otage the New Deal.”
same talk at a special assembly his two-volume work on the UganExpression of student opinion
The congressman began his po
Tuesday morning.
(Continued on Page Four)
will determine whether the Stu Singing Will Be Heard
litical career while a student at
dent Union should change or dis
Carroll college in Helena. In his
During Intermissions
continue matinee mixers this quar
junior year he was elected to the
ter, according to Grace Johnson,
Of Hoop Games
state legislature, taking office the
building manager. Although well
day he became 21—the youngest
attended last quarter, the manage
man ever to hold if statewide office
Interfratem ity and intersorority
ment wants assurance that mixers song contests b e g i n next week Montana Professor Honored by Language Association; in Montana.
will retain their popularity, and when three sets of fraternity and
At Carroll college he was presi
Will Be in Charge of 1938 Meeting
dent of the student body and edi
Dr. Meredith Hesdoriler chances Mary Margaret Courtney, Department Secretary, desires to modify them to suit those sorority singers compete at con
who
attend.
Of
Organization
in
New
York
tor
of the student paper.
vocation Friday, January 14.
rules for student absences — see
Announces Pamphlet to Replace Booklet
Miss Johnson asks that students
Representative and Mrs. O’Con
“Health Service," pace 1.
Other singing contests will take
submit to the Student Union office place between halves of basketball
In Use Since March, 1935
Professor H. G. Merriam, chairman of the humanities divi- nell, and Dr. John E. Kennedy, sec
written answers to the following
games. Three groups will sing at I sion an(j the department of English, has returned from his retary to the representative, were
questions:
A new edition of the correspondence study bulletin this Should the sponsors discontinue each of the contests. Preliminary 20-day vacation trip not only a Ph.D.-elect but also secretary dinner guests last night of Alpha
contests are set for Friday s con■'
r ,.
^ Tau Omega, social fraternity.
Collector
month replaces the booklet which has been in use since March the mixers? Is Thursday the most vocation,
and at halftime of the of the Contemporary Literature section of the Modem LanMrs. O’Connell is president of
1935, according to Mary Margaret Courtney, secretary of the satisfactory afternoon? Would stu Washington basketball games, Jan - guage association for 1938.
the 75th Congressional club in
correspondence department. The new pamphlet, which fea dents rather have music from the uary 14 and 15; Oregon basketball While in New York on December in charge of plans for the 1938 Washington, D. C., an organization
Panatrope phonograph, from a games, January 31 and February 1. 21 Merriam successfully completed meeting in New York.
of wives of congressmen. She is
tures a more attractive and perma-Gnent cover, embodies additions and tive governments, advanced French three- or four-piece band, or would The final contest will be at the j his thesis examination for a Ph.D.
Edward Moxon, Subject of Mer also an officer in the Women’s Na
corrections to the courses offered composition, class piano methods they rather pay more and dance halftime of the Oregon State bas- j degree at Columbia university riam’s thesis, risked publishing tional Democratic club.
Other guests were Dean R. C.
by mail.
and first, second and third quarter to a full band? Should the manage ketball games, February 10 and 11. after an examination by 15 Colum- works of the poets of the middle
ment continue floor shows? Should
One hundred and forty-eight history of philosophy,
Rules for thq contest this year bia professors all of whom were Nineteenth century while other Line, Russell Smith, Sherman
subjects from 34 instructors in 15
The 15 departments of corre the Student Union have a matinee will be:
familiar with his thesis, a biog- publishers refused to take the Wertz, Dr. G. D. Shallenberger,
departments are listed in the book. spondence study are bacteriology mixer every week or every two
1. Each group may have either raphy of the Nineteenth century chance during “bad years for Professor E. A. Atkinson, and ProFollowing a new arrangement, the and hygiene, business administra weeks?
three or four members. 2. The English publisher, Edward Moxon. poetry.” His reward for this con- lessor E. L. Freeman,
A mixer has been scheduled for groups must sing a fraternity or
correspondence school language tion, classical languages, economics
Silicosis Legislation
Merriam’s election to the Con- fidence came when he was able to
departments hereafter will give and sociology, education, English, next Thursday afternoon, regard sorority song. 3. Mavericks must | temporary Literature secretary publish the works of all but one of I At the dinner, O’Connell disregular credits with elementary geology, history and political sci less of results of the poll.
sing either a school song or an ori- ship was one of the features of the the outstanding British poets and cussed a silicosis compensation bill
I language courses, formerly non ence, home economics, mathema
ginal Maverick song. 4. Groups [ M o d e r n Language association’s his part in the rebirth of poetry which he will introduce when he
credit subjects,
tics, modern languages, music, psyNOTICE
can sing only one number but it [Chicago meeting which he ad- gained him recognition as one of returns to Washington. The bill
The 12 courses added to the cor- chology, religion and zoology.
All students who missed the Eng may be a combination of no more dressed on “Regionalism and Prop- the important literary figures of provides a federal grant-in-aid to
respondence s c h o o l curriculum
Nine new instructors have been lish Placement test during fresh than two or three songs. 5. Groups aganda.” Other high points of the the century . Merriam’s biography states for a compensation fund for
since the last issue of the bulletin added to the correspondence school man week and all new students may or may not use the piano as an [ meeting were lectures by Profes of Moxon is being considered for | workers suffering from silicosis or
include second quarter cost ac staff.
should take this test on Monday, j accompaniment.
sor Newton Arvin of Vassar, Mark publication in both the United I other occupational diseases.
counting, third quarter advanced
Representative O’Connell will
Prospective correspondence stu. January 10 at 4 o’clock in Library
Van Doren of Columbia and Rob- States and England.
------------Dean of Pharmacy C. E. Mollet accounting, agricultural economics, dents may obtain bulletins and ap 103. This test must be taken at
Book club will meet at 4 o'clock I ert Morse Lovett of Chicago. As
Other events included in Mer- speak at Great Falls tomorrow,
receives copy of old, rare book— labor economics, systems of public plication blanks by writing to the the beginning of fall, winter or Tuesday in the Eloise Knowles secretary of the Contemporary riam’s holiday travels were the He leaves Sunday for Washington,
) U Book Given,” page 4.
welfare, school finance, compara- secretary.
D. C.
spring quarter.
room.
Literature section, Merriam will be
(Continued on Pace Poor)
Two changes in method of re
porting absences because of illness
were made this quarter by the
health service.
First is the. division of weekly
absence reports into two sections.
Section one will carry names of
students who were treated for ill
nesses by Dr. Meredith B. Hesdorffer, resident physician, or by
outside physicians, while section
two will carry names of those who
were not treated. In either case,
students must report illnesses to
the health service when they occur.
Second is that students must
“check-in” personally at the health
service office as soon as they re
turn to classes after illness, whet
her they have been treated or not.

Hoop Schedules

Philip White
G ets Aw ard
At Convention

Indian Expert
From Chicago
Joins Faculty

Counties Led
By M issou la
In Enrollment

Three Groups
To Inaugurate
Son g Contest

New Correspondence School
Bulletin W ill Be Published

Columbia University Selects
Merriam for Ph.D. Degree

J

Page Two
ing school songs which form part of the tradi
tion of the university.
Other colleges and universities have made
their songs pay dividends in good advertising.
Nearly everyone knows such songs as “Fight
On,” “Go You Northwestern” and the “Notre
Dame Victory March.” The University of
NationalAdvertisingService,Inc.
CeiUit PubHthm Ktprtunlaiivt
Maine was indeed fortunate when the Maine
4 2 0 MAOtCON AVI/
Niw YonH, N, Y.
drinking song caught the fancy of Rudy Vallee, with the result that practically everyone
started singing it. Montana songs, such as
“Hail, Sons of the Copper, Silver, Gold” are
Subscription prk# $2.60 por year
excellent, yet students make no effort to learn
Printed by the School of Journalism P m
them. One reliable measure of school spirit
10
is singing, and in this the students of Montana
could easily make an improvement.
M LARSON
____
____ Editor
DO*
HASoV.D’ LBTCHjcK, OWEN GRIND*.A**oeUU Editor*
The adoption of “Fight Montana” as the
WAYNE LAINK _ --------- —-----------Builnm Manaifer
official song is a step in the right direction.
—
------------ -----------------------------------The band and other musical organizations
STAY IN BOUNDS
could take another step by “plugging" the
Montana's double feature basketball team song and thus making it a success.
holds the top spot in the Pacific Coast con
ference as a result of victories from Idaho
WARTALK
Monday and Tuesday, but the attitude and
Recently Missoula school girls started a
general conduct of the crowd at the game was,
movement to show their sympathy with China
in a word, UNSPORTSMANLIKE.
by refusing to wear silk. This was discour
Athletic officials of Montana State univer
aged by faculty members who offered a logical
sity are responsible for the behavior of the
reason—a universal boycott throughout the
crowd at Grizzly games and it is the univer
United States would be a boomerang. Japan
sity that suffers when the crowd "steps out of
in turn would boycott American cotton.
bounds.”
This unimportant movement and its conse
Montana students and other supporters did quent discouragement brings out two im
not and have not displayed that sportsman
portant factors in America’s present foreign
ship so vital to the university. Hissing and
policy.
booing players has always been and probably^
First, all the hopes Americans pin on “neu
always will be present; the referee now con
trality laws,” “quarantines” and “localizing
siders "razzing” as part of his job and rightly
the danger spots” tend more to sentimental
so, because “the blind tom is always wrong.”
ism than to hard-boiled realism. Missoula
Booing and hissing is all right because it’s the
girls proved that with the press and radio,
way the cash customers have of showing their
America cannot be neutral in mind because
interest in the game; they paid to get in so
she cannot be hermatically sealed. Nobody
it's their privilege—but there is a time when
has yet advanced a sound plan to control
this razzing is the most unsportsmanlike act
emotions.
that a fan can do.
Second, the cotton boycott advanced by the
When a foul is called there is the usual razz
faculty disproves the drearrl that America
ing of officials. The player steps up to shoot
can isolate itself from the rest of the world.
his free throws and in the act of shooting is
The new theories advanced to neutralize the
booed and hissed. Even wise-cracks are
United States are not revolutionary. How
yipped at him. That is when there should
ever, they are just as stupid as former ones.
be no razzing. That is where sportsmanship
The modern dream is based upon the false
and unsportsmanship clash. Unsportsman
assumption that world trade can continue
ship has been thus far victorious at Montana
during wartime without “incidents." It is
basketball games.
merely trying to keep selling to belligerents
Consider the tenseness of the player and
at their expense only.
what it means to him and his team to make
There is no middle ground to follow—the
that valuable point and then pqt yourself in
choice is either absolute neutrality or active
his place.
participation. As yet America has not real
Let’s “stay in bounds” at Montana basket
ized that absolute neutrality is impossible.
ball games.
Collaboration with other nations to make
war impossible is the noted shortcut to isola
SUPPOSE HE WERE YOUR CAT!
tion from war. Unfortunately, America thinks
"Suppose he were your cat!" This was the herself superior and apart from the rest of
catch-line beside a feline photo in a recent the world. She has yet to learn that she is of
Christian Science Monitor advertisement.
and in the world and that its fate is her fate.
It stated that "under existing conditions,
experimenters may cut burn, freeze, starve,
DOUBLE THRILL
mutilate or drug this cat without fear or pun
Basketball began its forty-seventh year in
ishment.”
the sport world this season. Originated in
“Protest by joining the New England Vivi 1891 by Dr. James A. Naismith in Springfield,
section Society," the advertisement says.
Massachusetts, the game today is as popular
. Apparently there are those who still pro in winter as football and baseball are in fall
test the study of evolution, and who protest and summer.
experimentation for the betterment of the
Statistics released in an article by John
health of man. Perhaps if they were told that McCarthy, magazine writer, show that ap
a cat has nine lives, they would be pacified.
proximately twenty million players in 00 na
tions take part in the sport. On the Island of
Maui, Hawaii, 562 teams engage in basketball.
“FIGHT MONTANA”
Last quarter students of the university se In Brazil, Canada, Germany, China, Japan
lected "Fight Montana” as the official song, and Turkey it’s a major sport.
Many factors have contributed to the hoop
replacing the familiar but unofficial “Up
With Montana.” • The change was made by game’s success and steady growth, major rea
means of the popular vote of a convocation son being that it affords plenty of exercise
audience. More than five hundred students and thrills in winter when weather limits
cast ballots, making the election valid accord the number of other interesting athletic ac
tivities.
ing to the constitution.
Spectators enjoy the sport because its basic
So now there is a new school song, but what
is the next step? Few people know the words rules are understandable to anyone, even to
or even the melody of “Fight Montana,” those who watch it for the first time. And
though most of them showed they liked it then, in most gyms the entire crowd sits close
by voting for jf. In the opinion of Dean De- enough to the action so that practically every
Loss Smith of the music school, it is a good play and technique used by offensive players
song and ideal for the purpose. It was writ is plainly visible.
This season with elimination of the center
ten by Bill Kane, who was university cheer
leader in 1920, and has a simple but stirring tipoff, the gamd is and will be the fastest
and
most exciting it ever has been. Resulting
melody. It is superior to "Up With Montana”
in higher scores, this, new development will
at least in that it is original.
If “Fight Montana” is to be the school song bring in larger crowds and with' the swifter
actually as well as in name, every student action it has made possible, will make basket
must know it so that he can sing it with feel ball both more thrilling to play and to watch.
ing and spirit. Fraternities, sororities and
other organizations can help popularize “Fight
THE OTHER HALF
Montana." The words may be found in this
An AP dispatch from Berkeley, California,
issue of the Kaimin. There are not very many recently estimated the number of active alum
of them, and they can be easily memorized.
ni of the University of California at 30,000.
As for the music, the students may learn it
Students on the Montana campus undoubt
through the musical organizations of the uni edly dream of such an organization for our
versity. Perhaps it would be a good idea for alumni.
the Grizzly band to have an arrangement
At present a few schools and departments
made which would be suitable for singing. on the campus are "keeping” their alumni
This version could then be played at basket through the publication of news letters and
ball games and convocations. Many times bulletins. Commendable as this method is,
Dean DeLoss Smith has offered the'services it cannot be so effective as a general alumni
of the glee clubs for convocation programs. newspaper, one of which was issued this fall.
These trained singers know not only "Fight
Continue the publication of a regular alum
Montana," but other school songs as well, ni organ and the breach separating alumni and
many of which the students have never heard. undergraduates is minimized. Students com
There are not many ways in which convoca pose but half of a university; Montana can
tion hours could be better spent than in leam- “keep" the other half.

The Montana Kaimin

THE

MONTANA

EXHUMED
THE BALLAD OF THE
JOURNALISTS

It was the happy journalists who
lived within a shack
They hied them forth lor stories
and they hied them straightway
back.
They wrote their thrilling stories
and they smoked their cigarettes
They, were wild and fractious fel
lows and not suitable for pets.
The shingled shack that sheltered
them w%s built in '17
And every scribe had sworn that
not a thing should come between
Their decrepit habitation and the
joyous life they led,
Until the very last of them was old
and cold and dead.
The rules by which they lived
were quite elastic (there were
two
To designate the things the wild
reporters shouldn't do.)
The first rule stated strictly that a
journalist should not
Collect the lead from linotypes and
heat it rather hot,
Because when this was done they’d
get to feeling so elated
That they'd pour it through the
floor and get the printers agi
tated.
The second rule was stricter—if
the editor were shot
By a r a t h e r irked subscriber
(which they’d rather do than
not)
The staff was bound to take the
corpse and send it h o m e to
mother
While the P u b l i c a t i o n s Board
should hurry up and get another.

,

But one day Wally Brennan and
the Dean and Uncle Sam
Decided not to build a bridge from
Portland to Slam
But to take a little money and con
struct a brand new Shack
Of the kind that most poor jour
nalists conspicuously lack.
So they built a building beautiful,
expensive and complete
(With all the desks arranged in
rows particularly neat.)
They piled some large-size paper
| in a 32-foot stack
And they wrote the Regulations
for the Conduct in the Shack.
Now every man’s a gentleman who
lives within the Shack,
He comes slinking forth for stories
and he scampers straightway
back,
He writes his thrilling stories (so
we call them for a joke)
And he’s so domesticated that he
doesn’t even smoke!
, Notes in the News
Nineteen-year-old burglar,
Joseph Sharen,
Jimmied his way through
A window which W, M. McGaugh
And his wife
Had been unable to open for
months.
Not for this, but for
Taking a $150 diamond ring
Was Sharen sent
To prison.
Scotland will spend 20 million
pounds
On the Empire show in Glasgow
this spring
Announced good will ambassador
Marie Kane.
Miss Kane, however, did not state
how much
Her canny countrymen expect
To make.
Students from 150 universities,
Delegates to the annual American
Student Union
Convention
Recently danced around a bonfire
Built on the Vassar campus
And threw their silk stockings
And neckties into the flames as a
part of
Their boycott campaign against
Japan.
Christmas comes but once a year,
fortunately for Georte Forsythe,
who was r i c h l y endowed with
Christmas neckties. It would be
an interesting subject for specu
lation to attempt to determine
which outlasts the o t h e r — New
Year’s resolutions or Christmas
ties. Or whether either of them
outlasts the month of January.

KAIM IN

Sixty-five Win
Masquer Points
For Play Work
Harrington Announces A w a r d s
Given Laboratory Theater
Production Casts

Sixty-five students won a total
of 224 Masquer points from the
three one-act plays produced by
the Laboratory Theater December
2, announced Director of Dra
matics Donal Harrington yester
day.
High was Bob Warren, actor and
chief technician, with 10 points.
Second were Jean Ruenauver,
Lela lloffstot, Frank Stanton, Don
Hopkins and Jack Wright with six
points each.
Longest list were the following
five-pointers: Boyd Cochrell, Alice
Colvin, Marjory Long, Walt Mil
lar, Virginia Cook, Del Klaue, Phil
Payne, Betty Jane Milbum, Ruth
Chrlstianl, Tom Hood, Bob Kretzer, Margaret Clark, Bill Baucus,
Gwen Keene, Lena Miller, Don
Butler and Katherine Parkins.
Four points each went to Jerry
Weber, Elaine Ely, Eileen Wysel,
Emerson Miller, Pat Benson, Don
Frisbee, Stan Johnson, EHlellen
Jeffries, Louise Jarussi and A1
Shone.
Three points were given to Rob
ert Sykes, Betty Schultz, Lawrence
Elser, Louise Line, Paul Keilman,
Edna Helding, Alberta Flatten,
Lucille Roth, Melba Mitchell,
Mary Rose Chappellu and Jack
Carter.
Score two for Helen Faulkner,
Edna Marie Kelly, Betty Johnson,
Bob Morris and Asa Hammonds.
One point was awarded Bill Talcott, Doris Quaintance, Agnes
Welnschrott, Dick Raymond, Mary
E. Sandford, Jean Fritz, Jean
Romunstad, Harriet Wolcott, Edna
Ann Galt, Elaine Baskett, Helen
Peterson, Kathryn Albee, Alex
Tidball, Frank Clapp, Bill Sullivan
and Stuart Volkel.

FACULTY BABIES

On the Open Shelf
Biography, fiction, humor and
travel are all represented among
the books received for the Open
Shelf this week.
Two books by Clarence Day
should help to relieve our chronic
deficiency in good humorous liter
ature. No one who relished ‘Life
With Father” will be disappointed
by “Life With Mother,” lor it Is a
piece of the same cloth. Mother
is the central figure here—but
there is plenty of that lovable ec
centric Father. They and the four
Day boys make up one of the
most enchanting families in liter
ature.
"My Great, Wide, Beautiful
World,” by Juanita Harrison is an.
other book that helps us to see
the amusing side of life. Here is
the hilarious travel diary of an
extraordinary colored woman who
dreamed for years of traveling
around the world. At last, at the
age of thirty-six, she sets put with
five dresses, aprons, caps and ref.
erences, and—as s h e herself
writes—"two jars of sour cucum
ber pickles which is so good from
being sea sick.” Her viewpoint on
people and places is absolutely
unique and ingenuous; her lan
guage and spelling are without
benefit of schooling.. But the ac
count of her experiences in twen
ty-two countries makes as enter
taining a narrative as the world
tour of Mrs. Burnham as told in
“ ’Round the World on a Penny.'
Kipling Adventures.

“Something of Myself for My
Friends Known and Unknown” is
the autobiography of Kipling w rit
ten after he was seventy and pub
lished after his death. Delightful
accounts of his childhood and
youth in England, his early ap
prenticeship days doing journalis
tic work in India, his successful
years'fn London in the “90’s,” life
in Vermont and South Africa and
experiences in the Boer war are
vividly related. It is not an ex
citing book; if there were con
flicts and doubts in his life, Kip
ling has not revealed them. The
most valuable contribution in
these reminiscences is Kipling’s
account of his art and literary
. SOCIAL CALENDAR
workmanship. Throughout the
Friday, January 7
work are allusions to the creation
ASMSU Mixer..............Gold Room of his books.

JKSOHETy

Silone Novel Serious

An all-school mixer will open
the social activities in the Student
Union building for winter quarter.
With the Gold room scheduled for
every week-end evening but two,
the social and entertainment cal
endar for winter quarter is being
rapidly filled. Foresters’ ball, Bar
risters' ball, the President’s Birth
day ball, an ASMSU mixer, a Bear
Paw-Spur dance, Co-ed formal,
independent activities and frater
nity and sorority dances comprise
the social activities. Two Com
munity concerts, three Masquer
presentations and b a s k e t b a l l
games form the entertainment
bill.
Events listed for this quarter,
exclusive of games, arc: January
7, ASMSU mixer; January 14,
Bear Paw-Spur dance (closed
date); January 15, Alpha Delta Pi
dance; January 21, M Club dance
and Masquer motion picture
(closed date); January 22, Bar
risters’ ball; January 28, Interfra
ternity ball; January 29, Presi
dent’s Birthday ball; February 4
(closed date); February 5, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon formal; February
11, Masquer major play arid Kap
pa Alpha Theta formal; February
12, Masquer major second per
formance and Sigma Chi dinner
dance; February 18, residence halls
formal; February 19, Kappa Kap
pa Gamma fireside; February 25,
South hall dance; February 28, Co
ed formal (closed date); March 2,
Community concert; March 4,
Masquer one-act plays and Sigma
Nu formal; March 5, Kappa Kappa
Gamma formal; March 9, Com
munity concert, and March 11, Al
pha Phi dance.

"Bread and Wine,” by Ignacio
Silone, is novel of modem Italy.
It is a serious book, dealing with
the subject of human freedom; but
it is not a solemn or moralistic
one. The story deals with the ad
ventures of a young exile, Pietro
Spina, who returns to his native
land to excite the peasants to rev
olutionary movement. Silone lived
an underground existence for
three years, pursued by the Black
shirts, and now lives in exile in
Switzerland. Anyone who wants
to get an apparently true picture
of the peasant in Italy today
should read Silone.

Patronise Kaimin Advertisers

Masquers Start
Five-Point Plan
Winter Quarter
Work Covert Major, Invitational
Productions, Radio Plays
And Motion Pictures

Beginning this quarter the new
five-point program of the Montana
Masquers covering major produc
tions, the laboratory theater, in
vltational productions, radio plays
and the sponsorship of foreignlanguage motion pictures is swing
ing into action, announced Donal
Harrington, director of dramatics,
yesterday.
The three major productions
each year offer students the best
in full-length plays. These are di
rected by Harrington and produced
by students interested in dra
matics.
The Masquers' laboratory the
ater is intended to give student
directors opportunity to present
plays in the Student Union the
ater under supervision.
Invitational productions are for
Masquers, their friends and mem
bers of the University Theater as
sociation. They present an oppor
tunity for more experienced stu
dent directors to present plays
without supervision. The next in
vitational production will be Mollere's “The Doctor In Spite of
Himself,” an old French comedy,
scheduled for January 27.
Radio plays are another form of
Masquer entertainment. Student
actors go on the air every Mon
day night under the direction of
Violet Thomson and Mike Skones.
The French comedy, “Carnival
in Flanders,” a picture of Seven
teenth century Flemish life, will
appear in Missoula January 21,
first of the foreign-language mo
vies to be sponsored by the Mas
quers.

Wholesome Meals
At Moderate Prices

Keene Fountain Lunch
Across from High School

Community
Starts 11:30 p. m.
Saturday Midnite Show!

America Plundered io r a
Woman's Whim!
Tho story oi Jim Fisk
in his battlo with tho
moneyed giants ol
Wall Strsot.

Pins Cartoon, Comedy, and
RKO-PATHE NEWS

STUDENTS 15c
Every Evening
Except Saturday and Sunday

ROXY

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers

Quality Cleaning
Guaranteed

CITY CLEANERS
612 South Higgins

Don’t miss the great PANAY
Pictures showing exclusively
at the Roxy Friday till Mon
day.

Phone 3838

FR1DAY-SATURDAY
Harry Schenck’s

&

PLEDGING TO END TUESDAY

Sorority pledging closes at 6
o’clock next Tuesday, Joyce Rob
erts, president of Pan-Hellenic
council, announces. Any girl who
wishes to pledge must do so by
then.
pledging of Maxine Wlnkes of Ta
coma, Washington.
Kathleen Janes of Culbertson is
visiting the Alpha Phi house this
week on her way to California.
Delta Delta Delta announces the
pledging of Mary Gibson, Havre;
Peggy Kemp, Wolf Point, and Har
riet Cobum, Missoula.
Mrs. Louise Leland of Great
Falls is the housemother of Kappa
Delta this quarter. Mrs. Leland is
replacing Mrs. Helen Buford, who
has gone to California to spend the
winter months.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon announces
the pledging of Art Peason, Pompeys Pillar.

CARY GRANT • FRANCIS y
FARMER * JAC K O A K II >

(

“Beyond Bengal”
The Great Jungle Thriller

— H us —

“Sing Me a Love
Song”
James Melton, Patricia Ellis,
Hugh Herbert, Zasu Pitts

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

“Life Begins With
Love”

It’s reliable information
that the

Invisible Soles

Jean Parker,
Douglass Montgomery

that you can now get at
Youngren’s are the best.

AND SECOND FEATURE—

“Call It a Day”
Olivia DeHaviland,
Ian Hunter

WE DELIVER

**
Youngren Shoe
Shop

Plus News and Panay Bomb
ing Pictures. Everyone should
see them.

10c — 25c

Mrs. Theodore Brantly has been
detained in Dillon because of ill
ness. In her absence Mrs. R. J.
Maxey of Missoula is acting as so
cial director of North hall.
Alpha Delta Pi announces the

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Waters.
And now anyone in any of Dash
Joe M a u r y is convinced that ing Dennis Murphy’s classes knows
those ditches the WPA have been what to talk about.
digging in front of the library are
for the purpose of bringing the
ROTC into closer contact with the
study of trench warfare.

This feature begins with Marcia
Murphy, 10-month-old daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Dennis Murphy.
M a r c i a has 10 teeth, can say
"Daddy” and “Momma” and shows
her mother’s tendency to play the
piano whenever she can get her
hands on it. She is said to have
more than a passing affection of
young Noel Waters, infant son of

Friday, January 7,1038

CHIC AND
CHARM
for Campus

A l i m ’s S lrauty C linic
anil C ljann 5>ljoppp
114 E. Main

Phones 818$, 1188

WED.-THURS.

“SGT. MURPHY”
“EXCLUSIVE”

With RrniM K ric.it
— AND —
Robt. Amatron ir

“BOY OF
THE STREETS”

“THE GIRL
SAID NO!’

“BOOTS AND
SADDLES”

— AND —

LATEST RELEASES

35c

Price 1

“There Goes
the Groom”

— AND —
Gene Autry

Each

Let your records swing
the evening along to a
happy success.

D IC K IN SO N
P IA N O CO.

LIBERTY
SUN.-MON.

TUES.-WED.

THUR.-FRL

“Trader Horn”
— And —

“PENNIES FROM
HEAVEN”

“Stolen
Holiday”

“Danger—
Love at Work”

“UNDER COVER
OF NIGHT’

— And —*

~ And —

“Mr. Cinderella”

TH E MO N T A N A K A I M I N
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M ontana Opens Conference Race W ith Two Wins
Sport Shorts

Grizzly Hoop Squad
Defeats Idaho Team
47-38, 33-32 Here
Mariana and Lazetich Lead Attack Against Vandals;
Coach Jiggs Dahlberg Alternates Teams
Of Veterans and Sophomores
Showing fight, driving aggressiveness and never-say-die
spirit, Montana opened the 1938 Pacific Coast Basketball con
ference with two thrilling victories over the highly-touted
Idaho Vandals Monday'and Tuesday, 47-38 and 33-32. The
double conquest was the Grizzly^
hoop squad’s sixth and seventh and Barrett converted one of two
gift tries to put Vandals ahead, 32
consecutive wins.
to 31. Lazetich slipped in his win
Mariana Sparks
ning counter as Ians went wild.
Monday night, Joe Mariana,
Idaho took three long tosses before
with a salvo of accurate long dis
the gun.
tance shots, paced a winning rally
Box Score—First Game
to pull the struggle out of the fire.
Montana (47)

P FPts.

FG FT
The floor work of Lazetich and
Thomson, If
3
0 0 6
guarding of Seyler and Chumrau
Lazetich, rf
4 4 2 -12
were prominent factors in Mon
2 7
Seyler, c
2
3
tana’s well-earned triumph. Mon
Miller, lg _
0 1 2 1
tana led at the half 23 to 19.
0 4 4
Chumrau, rg _ __ 2
In the second game, a slam- Mariana, I f ___ __ 5
1 1 11
bang thriller which had the Shields, l g ___ __ 0
0 0. 0
crowded gym in an uproar, Bill Ryan, c ______ __ 1 0 0 2
Lazetich, with less than a minute Merrick, rg __ __ 1
0 1 2
to play, slipped the winning goal. Sundquist, rf
0 0 0 0
Vandal cagers shot wildly in the Nugent, rg
1 0 0 2
dying seconds.
Idaho (38)
FG FT P F P ts.
Sophqmores Shine
Belko, If
— 2 4 3 8
5 3 13
Coach Jiggs Dahlberg proved he Johnson, r f __ __ 4
4 3 1 11
has more than five good men when Barrett, c
0 1 4
he alternated his teams, substitut Kramer, l g ___ __ 2
0 0 0
ing fresh sophomores for tired vet Smith, r g ____ __ 0
erans. In the second game, both Winter, l g ____ __ 1 0 1 2
0 0 0 0
Montana and Idaho played ragged
ball as they missed many shots
Second Game
and passed badly. Scoring honors
Montana (33)
FG PT P F P ts.
in the opener went to Lazetich and Thomson, I f __ ___ 2 0 0 4
Mariana with 12 and 11 points, re Lazetich, rf
__ 2
1 2 5
spectively. Captain Don Johnson Seyler, c
2 0 2 4
of Idaho tallied 13.
Miller, lg .
0
3
0
6
Speed merchant Steve Belko, Chumrau, r g ___ 2
2 0 6
dangerous every minute, scored 10 Mariana, I f ___ __ 2
0
0
4
points for top honors Tuesday Ryan, c
2 O' 2
0
night. Brendon Barrett, center, Merrick, r g __ __ 1 0 1 2
was valuable under the basket and Shields, l g ___ __ 0
0
0
0
Guard Bill Kramer, a portside Sundquist, rf
0
0
0
0
shooter, was a constant threat.
Idaho (32)
FG FT P F P ts
Monday night Idaho made four Belko, If .i____ __ 5
0
3 10
gift shots in a row, then Belko Johnson, r f ___ __ 0
1 0 1
dribbled in to score. Captain Cat Barrett, c ____ __ 2
4 0 8
Thomson, on a rebound, tallied Kramer, l g ___ __ 3
1 9
3
first for Montana. Thomson again Smith, rg
1 0 1 2
counted on a rebound, then Bar Winter, rf
0
0
2 0
rett retaliated with a one-hander. Price, I f _____ __ 1 0 0 2
Seyler jumped high to make a dif
Officials—A. Buckley, Spokane,
ficult out-of-bounds play. Mariana and H. Elliott, Missoula.
dribbled half the length of the
floor to pot a setup, followed by
Chumrau’s push-shot. Johnson Grizzlies Sweep
made two setups in a row, then
Ryan scored from under the bas
Pre-Conference
ket. Thomson sunk a left-hander
and Johnson made one of two free
Court Schedule
Ihrows. Montana led at half time,
23 to 19.
Butte and Anaconda Fans Watch
Stretch Lead
EUensburg Normal Take
Chaw Miller on a free throw
Double Beating
and Lazetich with a pusher, start
ed second moiety scoring. Grizzly
Grizzly cagers got oft to a flying
cagers staged a short rally as Sey•ler, Mariana and Lazetich tallied start when they posted five wins
in succession to make the score 30 and no defeats prior to the Pacific
coast opener with Idaho. Montana
to 23.
Idaho came back furiously with defeated two college teams, one
Kramer’s midfloor shot, Barrett’s twice, and two independent aggre
hole shot and Belko’s setup. After gations, to display an unblemished
Mariana’s lengthy flip, Barrett slate in _their pre-conference
sank one to put Idaho ahead. Mar schedule.
iana regained the lead for Mon
Coach Jiggs Dahlberg’s men
tana with a long shot, but Barrett made a clean sweep against Elretaliated. With the score 35 to 36, lensburg Normal, a team which
Idaho ahead, Lazetich made three defeated Washington State. Bill
points, Chumrau sank one and Lazetich, forward and top scorer
Seyler hooked a setup. Lazetich of last year’s season, totaled 55
tossed a football pass to Mariana points for scoring honors. With 34
for a score. Johnson tallied, then points each were Captain Bob
Nugent hung a side shot as the bell Thomson and Charles Miller. Jim
rang.
Seyler and Paul Chumrau, veteran
Second Game
center and guard, each accounted
Idaho scored first on Johnson’s for 23 points.
charity toss. Seyler tipped in’ a
Saturday, December 11, Griz
beauty, but Belko set one in. zlies opened the casaba season
Chumrau, Lazetich and Thomson with a 60-39 triumph over Silver
all connected to forge Montana Loafs of Spokane. The leaky roof
ahead, 7 to 3. Miller sank a side j in the gym, which formed pools
flip but Smith and Kramer hooked of water on the floor, hampered
long shots. Ryan made two free playing. Dahlberg alternated his
throws. Kramer swished a left teams twice during the game, re
hander and teammate Price fol lieving veteran starters with fresh
lowed.
sophomores.
Mariana split the cords, then
Carroll Massacred
Miller hung one. Chumrau con
The School of Mines contest was
verted at the free throw line to tie
cancelled so Montana went to
the game up at intermission, 20 to
Great Falls and defeated an all20.

Belko cut the ice in the second
half with a side flip, Cat Thomson
evening it with a side pitch. Bar
rett and Kramer converted, then
Miller and Seyler hung spectac
ular tries. Chumrau made a gift
throw. Seyler went out on fouls,
Barrett converting to even the
count at 27 all.

This is your chance to save
some money:

Fresh Subs

in our January Clearance
sale. Sizes 36 to 42.

Dahlberg sent in tour fresh subs.
Kramer made a long heave, then
Merrick tied the score again with
an overhander. Four regulars re
turned to the fray. Belko scored

House M anagers:
ANGELICA $2.50
WAITERS’ COATS
NOW 50c

DRAGSTEDT’S
“The Store for Men”
Opposite N. P . Depot

Mavericks Win
Swimming Title

Captain Cat Thomson had the
honor of making the first basket
Independent men again present
in Montana’s re-entry Into the ed a strong aquatic aggregation,
Northern division of the Coast winning eight meets and losing
conference basketball 1'e a g u e none, to capture the Interfrater
Fourteen years ago Jiggs Dahl nity swimming championship for
berg, now Grizzly coach, scored the second consecutive year. Mav
first for the Grizzlies on their ini erick mermen clinched the title
tial entrance into the conference, with a 25-16 conquest of Phi Sigs
o—o
on the schedule’s final day.
Jiggs Dahlberg gives ail the boys
Phi Delta Theta in runners-up
a chance to show their stuff
position, showed the best record
and if it’s there just leave it to among the Greeks to win the InJiggs to bring it out.
terfratem ity trophy. Theta Chis
o—o
and Phi Delts were deadlocked for
The two “midget” teams of the the Greeks’ top spot, but in the
division played last Monday and final dual meet, Wayne Peterson
Tuesday nights. It may be hard and Ace Woods, Phi Delt tankers,
to believe, but Idaho is the small stroked to a couple of firsts to beat
est conference team that Jiggs’ Theta Chi.
tossers will meet.
Members of the undefeated
o—o
Maverick swim squad are as fol
Oregon State, Washington,' Ore lows:
gon and Washington State are
Robert Hileman, W h i t e f l s h ;
veritable giants compared with the Stanley Shaw, Missoula; Walter
Montanans. Jim Seyler, the big Chapman, Wolf Point; Dale Olsen,
gest man on the squad, looked just Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Wal
average when compared in size to lace Sawhill, Missoula; Robert
the Vandals.
Blumfield, Great Falls; Howard
o—o
Flint, Missoula; Paul O’Hare,
Frosty Twogood, Vandal mentor, Great Falls, and Bernard Jacoby,
says he doesn't like to talk about Whiteflsh.
the size of the other teams . . . and
Final results of the aquatic tour
then goes into a lengthy sob story ney are:
of his worries.
Friday, December IQ
o—o
Phi Sigs, 14, Phi Delts 27.
Gunner Shields, star guard of
Sigma Nu forfeited to Theta
last year’s Golden Cubs, has joined Chi.
the squad and has seen plenty of
Mavericks 34, Sigma Chi 7.
action in both the last two games. Saturday Morning, December 11
Gunner made all-state with the fTheta Chi 21, Sigma Chi 19.
state championship Great Falls
Phi Sigs 16, Mavericks 25.
team in 1936.
Saturday Afternoon, December 11
o—o
Phi Delts 27, Theta Chi 14.
Dale Galles, another man from
Sigma N u forfeited to Maver
last year’s frosh, has rejoined the icks.
roster. Galles spent the past month
Phi Sigs forfeited to Sigma Chi.
on crutches with a broken ankle,
Twogood when his boys were
o—o
Steve Belko (the boy who beat dropping them through the hoop
Montana in Idaho) wasn’t very by the dozens before the game
popular with the Grizzly gridders started. “You can shake the 7 to 8
in the series with Idaho. But Steve boys out of apple trees,” added the
Idaho tutor.
is a plenty fancy ball hawker,
o—o
o—o
After the heavy writeups Idaho
Idaho subs don’t like to sit next
has
been
getting
from the Spokes
to Coach Twogood. They claim he
keeps elbowing them and ham man-Review since the opening of
mering their backs. One of the the basketball season several
smaller subs even went so far as Grizzly fans were rather disap
to change seats with a big husky, pointed in Idaho’s' showing and
mentioned to Twogood the fact
o—o
For you curious people — the and cited the Spokesman. Twogood
Idaho guard that wears glasses blandly replied, “My boys have
without guards is Lyle Smith. The been reading the Spokesman too.”
specs are of unbreakable glass and
cost about twenty-two and a half
bucks. His eyes are insured for
$15,000 by Lloyds of London. He
only has one pair (glasses),
o—o
“Time to shoot ’em (baskets) is
between 8 and 9 not 7 and 8,” said
star quint, 48-39. Lazetich en
joyed a field day, scoring 22 points.
The following night, meeting their
first college opponent, a rampant
Grizzly squad massacred Carroll
college at Helena. The final score
stood 67-18, with every Grizzly
scoring at least one point.
Since work on the gym was not
completed, Montana and Ellensburg played on Butte and Ana
conda courts. A salvo of accurate
shots in the last three minutes en
abled the Grizzlies to pull away
and take the first of the series in
Butte, 39 to 32.
The next night, Grizzlies won a
nip and tuck affair which was tied
five times, 35-33. Miller, with sev
en tallies, led Montana scorers.

INTERFRATERNITY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
First Game
Second Game
SAE vs. PDT
January 1 1 ..............
SX vs. TX
January 1 2 ___________ ATO vs. SN
SPE vs. Mav.
January 1 3 ___________ PSK vs. TX
SX vs. SAE
January 1 8 ___________ PDT vs.-ATO
Mav. vs. SN
SX vs. SPE
January 19
PSK vs. SAE
Mav. vs. PDT
January 20 ATO vs. TX
January 2 5 ___________ SN vs. SPE
SX vs. PSK
SAE vs. ATO '
Mav. vs. TX
January 26
SPE vs. PDT
January 2 7 ___________ PSK vs. SN
SN vs. ATO
SAE vs. Mav.1
February 2
TX vs. SPE
February 3 ___________ SN vs. PDT
PSK vs. PDT
February 8 ..
_ _ SAE vs. TX
SX vs. SN
February 9 ___________ Mav. vs. ATO
SPE vs. SAE
PSK Vs. ATO
February 1 6 __
PDT vs. TX
SX vs. Mav.
February 17 ..
February 22
SN vs. SAE
Mav. Vs. PSK
SX vs. PDT
ATO vs. SPE
February 23
SPE vs. PSK
February 2 4 _______ _
SN vs. TX
The first games are called for 7:30 o’clock with the second games
following at 8:30 o’clock.
NOTICE
Ail new students are required to
take the tuberculine test at the
health service Tuesday, January
The clash of pins starts tomor II. Former students may take the
row afternoon at 1:30 o’clock in te^t if they wish.
the Interfratem ity double roundrobin bowling league on the Idle
CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Hour alleys. Six teams have en
tered the tournament.
Won Lost
Pet.
Phi Delts, last year’s cup win M ontana_
2
0
1.000
ners, are not favored to repeat due WSC .......
2
0
1.000
to the loss of several high-scoring Oregon . . . .. 0
0
.000
men. Other teams also lost strik Washington _ 0
0,
.000
ing artists.
Idaho
. 0
2
.000
Mike Murphy, high point man of OSC ______ 0
2
.000
the league, will be on the maple
again to roll for Sigma Chi. Early
season dope gives the Sigs an ad
vantage due to the return of their
The Home of Fine Furniture
entire team.
Opponents for tomorrow’s games
JENSEN
are: Sigma Chi vs. Sigma Phi
FUR N ITUR E
Epsilon, Phi Delta Theta vs. Sig
ma Alpha Epsilon and Alpha Tau
135 West Main
Omega vs. Sigma Nu.

Interfraternity Bowling
Will Start Tomorrow

Popovich Aids
W est to T ie
East Gridders
Grizzly Ace Demonstrates
Versatility in Clash
New Year’s Day
One of the outstanding perform
ers in the East-West football game
played on New Year’s Day was
Milton Popovich, Montana’s backfield ace. Popo won the acclaim
of some 60,000 fans with his spec
tacular playing which aided in
earning an under-rated West team
a scoreless tie with the powerful
eastern aggregation.
Plays which were standouts in
the annual charity clash at San
Francisco were Popovich’s 67-yard
(Continued on Page Four)

IT PA IS TO LOOK WELL

Rainbow Barber and
Beauty Parlor
136 Higgins Avc.
Phone 2442
Haircutting by Expert and
Licensed Operators

SWIMMING FINALS
Team
Record P e t
M avericks____ _ 8-0
LOOO’
Phi D e lts ____ _ 6-1
.857
Theta C h i____ _ . 5-2
.714
Sigma C h i ___ _ 4-3”
.571
Sig E p s ______ _ 3-5
.350
Phi S ig s _____ _ 2-4
.333
Sigma N u ____ _ 2-6
.250
ATO’s .
. 0-4
.000
SAE’s
. . 0-4
.000

I THE STORE FOR MEN I

I GEO. T. HOWARD I

How Is Your Coal Pile?

Missoula Coal
&Transfer Co., Inc.
Wholesale and Retail
Dealers In

COAL
110 EAST BROADWAY
Phones 3662 and 3630

Honey in the howl
The MYello-Bole” treatm ent—real honey in thebowl^
—give* this pipe a "well-brokcn-in” taste immedi
ately. AND impregnates the briarwood thoroughly
as you smoke, so its wonderful flavor is preserved a ■
permanently. Special attachment gives (1) auto- ^ I
m atic free d ra ft (2) double-action condensor,

YELLO-BOLE
A ISO "C A RB U R ETO R "
"STEMBITER", " IMPERIAL"
YELIO-BOIES, $1.25 & $1.5#

An
After-Christmas
Present
will make your girl
appreciate you.

B & H Jewelry

Fletcher Valentine knows tobacco
v alu e s.Jik e so many other inde
pendent experts he smokes Luckies!
*

LAYMOR — 6363 — PLAYMOR — 6363 — PLAYMOR

“T ’V E bought 4,000,000 pounds of tobacco at auc-

SKI EQUIPMENT
SKHS
PARKAS
DOWNHILL SPRINGS
BINDINGS
GAITERS
WAX
POLES
SOX
CLOTHING
SHOES
CAPS
SNOW SUITS
We monnt bindings. See ns first, for the skiiers’
headquarters is the

PLAYMOR sK S GSHOP
531 South Higgins

Phone 6363

— MW — I-LAIHUK — 6363 — PLAYMOR — 6363

JLdons in the past ten years,’' says Mr. Valendne,
independent buyer of Westfield, N. C., "and my
bread and butter depends on making the right
bids. That’s why I have to know tobacco values.
"Now I’ve smoked Luckies ever since 1918, and the
reason is, they suit my taste to a *T\ Nobody knows
better than we tobacco men that Luckies are made
of the finest center-leaf tobacco.”
Yes—and that isn’t all...Luckies’ exclusive process,
"It’s Toasted” takes out certain irritants naturally

Do Not Blindfold

present in all tobacco—even the finest! The result

Yourself to-

is that you will find Luckies not only taste good

Good

Surely, independent experts like Mr.Valendne make

Beer

that, among independent tobacco experts, Luckies

but are easy on your throat.

good judges of cigarettes. . . Sworn records show
have twice as many exclusive smokers as have all
other cigarettes combined!

Drink

Highlander

WITH MEN WHO KNOW TOBACCO BEST

ITS LUCKIES2TO1
Copyright 1938, Hie American Tobacco Company

After cutting the list of more
than sixty freshman basketball ad
herents in elimination scrimmage
sessions last month, Head Coach
Jiggs Dahlberg and Frosh Coach
Johnny Sullivan began drill with
approximately half that number
this week. From this group an
other cut will be made, the final
survivors to constitute the 1938
Montana Cub hoop squad.
No games have been listed as
yet but Lefty Hoagland, graduate
manager, Is arranging a schedule
with the same quintets that the
Cubs played last year. Negotia
tions are in progress with Hamil
ton, Butte, Kallspell and local in
dependent teams.
S e v e r a l promising yearlings
were dropped from the first group
of prospects because of low grades.
This year’s roster shows taller
men than were on last season's
fast-passing, undefeated outfit. On
the present squad are such rangy
men as Sam Roberts, George
Croonenberghs, Bill Hall, J a c k
Whitney, Dwight Miller and Don
Allen. Several new prospects have
been added to the squad. Rae
Greene, Chicago high school ace;
John Stewart, Missoula, and Burke
McNamer, former Shelby star.
Men werking to survive the next
cut are Chuck Rogers, Neil John
son, Bill Kennedy, Ray Hugos,
Jack Olson, Jim Foster, Ken Kizer,
Don' Jellison, Verne Christiansen,
Sam Roberts, Jack Haines, James
Rooley, George Croonenberghs,
Jack Whitney, Bill Hall, Dwight
Miller, Don Allen, Chuck Hastay,
Ellwood Jenkins, George Barker,
Dean Galles, Heath Bottomley,
Ted Gutz, K e i t h Lowder, Rae
Greene, Burke McNamer, Bruce
McLain, John Dowling and John
Stewart.

Popovich Shines
In Charity Game
(Continued from Page Three)

punt which soared over the head of
the safety man, Honey Hackney of
Duke, to roll out of bounds on the
eight-yard line; end play of Elmer
Dohrman, Nebraska; passing of
Joe Gray, O r e g o n State, and
Dwight Sloan, Arkansas, and driv
ing runs of Popovich.
Ernie Smith, veteran sports an
nouncer for CBS, in commenting
on the game, said:
“The West All-Stars, coached by
Biff Jones of Nebraska and Babe
Hollingbery of WSC actually out
played a heavier East team. The
western eleven’s offense was
sparked by the versatile play of
Montana’s Popovich and Arkansas’
Sloan.’’
Popovich toured to O r e g o n ,
where he will play with Portland
All-Stars in -a January game.

Louis Forsell Heads
University Writers
Quill club recently elected Louis
Forsell, Butte, president, and Phyl
lis Lytle, Missoula, social chair
man, at a meeting in the Eloise
Knowles room.
The club’s sponsor, John D.
Scheffer, and Professor H. G. Merriam, editor of “Frontier and Mid
land," have arranged to submit
the best material produced by
Quill club's members for publica
tion in the quarterly magazine.
The club appointed G e r a l d
Evans, Wyola, to get a list of liter
ary contests throughout the coun
try, which members may enter.
The next meeting is at 3 o’clock
Sunday, January 16.

Students Return
From State Trip

With University of Arizona
In Season's Finale
Tentative arrangements h a v e
been completed for seven games
on Montana's 1938 football sched
ule, according to an announcement
by Lefty Hoagland, athletic man
ager, yesterday. The complete
lineup of games will not be known
until Doug Fessenden, G r i z z l y
mentor, returns from New Or
leans.
Several open dates remain on
the schedule. Butte boosters are
negotiating to bring a big-time
club to Butte October 8. Missoula
fans want games on Dornblaser
September 24 and November 19.
Tentative Schedule
September 24—Open.
September 30—San Francisco,
San Francisco.
October 8—Open.
October 15—Texas T e c h , Mis
soula.
October 22 — North D a k o t a ,
Grand Forks.
October 29—Idaho, Missoula.
November 5 — Montana State,
Butte.
November 12—Gonzaga, Spok
ane.
November 19—Open.
November 24 or 27 — Arizona,
Tucson.

Journalists Assemble
In First Convocation
Faculty members and students
of the journalism school attended
the first of a series of journalism
convocations at .4:10 o ’ c l o c k
Wednesday in the journalism au
ditorium. Dr. R. L. Housman, exe
cutive head of the journalism
school, presided.
Students learned of the relation
ship of the school with the univer
sity and other professional schools
on the campus.
Periodical convocations, con
ducted by students and faculty
members, will meet to assist the
students in their relationship with
the journalism school and the pro^fession.

Notices
Fall quarter dancing class will
have a “check up” lesson tonight
at 8 and 9 o’clock in the Gold room.
All women please come at 8 o’clock.
For further information call the
Student Union office.
First meeting of Click club is
scheduled for 7:30 o’clock Tuesday
night in the Eloise Knowles foom
in the Student Union building. Ev
eryone interested in photography
is invited.
Students may turn in drop and
add cards to the registrar’s office
through next Monday without
charge. From Tuesday until Mon
day, January 17, the office will
charge a fee of $1. After Tuesday,
January 18, the office will charge a
fee of $2. Changes in schedule do
not go into effect until the change
of enrollment card is accepted at
the registrar’s office.
All women interested in turning
out for the university swimming
team are asked to report at the
pool in the men’s gym at 5 o’clock
Tuesday, January 11. Preparations
will be made soon for the National
Intercollegiate Telegraphic Swim
ming meet.
The two-game hoop series with
Cheney Normal Teachers sched
uled for tonight and tomorrow
night has been postponed, accord
ing to Jiggs Dahlberg, Grizzly
coach. The games were cancelled
to avoid conflict with the Missoula-Butte high school game
slated for Saturday night.
All Interfraternity basketball
team managers are requested to
meet in Harry Adams’ office at 1
o’clock Monday, according to an
announcement made by Harry
Adams, director of minor sports.
Officials for the coming Inter
fraternity round-robin tournament
will be chosen at this meeting.

Joe McDowell, chairman of the
Newman Foundation committee,
Student Union Offers
and Bob Van Haur, Hilger, New
Faculty Bridge Study
man club president, returned yes
terday from a state-wide trip con
Faculty members and other uni
tacting prominent Catholics in the
interest of the Newman Founds-i versity employes may take the
Student Union-sponsored series of
tion.
Van Haur and McDowell werej lessons in contract bridge this
primarily interested in informing, quarter, Grace Johnson, Student
the people about the foundation Union manager, says.
Registrants and prospective reg
and in stimulating the campaigns
of the local solicitations committee istrants for the course will meet
made up of university students ap at 10:30 o’clock Saturday morning
in the Eloise Knowles room to ar
pointed by McDowell.
range a satisfactory hour for the
The regular meeting of Newman lessons.
Mrs. George Flaherty, Missoula
club scheduled for next Sunday
will be postponed until Sunday, and Great Falls Culbertson expert,
will teach the course.
January 16.

bles, because you have lots of com
pany. A Kaimin survey of Mis
soula shoe stores last week re
vealed that Montana women are
making larger footsteps for their
American sisters.
Shoe sellers estimate that Mon
tana women have feet from one to
one and one-half sizes larger than
ten years ago. This growth has in
creased the average shoe size for
Treasure state women to seven or
seven and one-half. Figures reveal
that Montana is among the states
boasting the largest-footed women.
The average for the United States
is size six and one-half.
Reasons for this growth in shoe
size vary from the desire for com
fort to the proportion of Scan
dinavians in the state. Athletics
have stimulated the growth of fem
inine pedal extremities and less
“small feet” conscienceness has
prompted them to overlook their
enormity, survey figures show.
One Montana woman in ten
wears size eight shoes. Narrowest
feet in the United States are found
in Texas, where nearly six per cent
of the women wear AAAA shoes.
Over the entire United States 1.79
per cent wear AAAA. This size
shoe is worn by 2.59 per cent of
Montana women.
First prize for the widest feet
goes to New England women. One
in five wears width C as contrasted
with Montanans who choose width
C once in 75 purchases. American
women as a whole slip their size
six and one-half feet into B width
shoes.

Big Apple Fray
To Be Introduced
In Gold R o o m
Bear Paws and Spurs Sponsor
Dance After Washington
Basketball Game
The Big Apple will be initiated
on the campus next Friday when
Spurs and Bear Paws sponsor a
Big Apple dance contest in the
Gold room..
Dancing will begin immediately
after the Washington - Montana
basketball game. Jean Carroll’s
band will provide the music. Qne
dance during the evening will be a
Big. Apple dance and the couple
judged the best in this dance wjjl
be given an award. The rest of
the dances will be the conventional
ballroom type.
Nonie Lynch, Missoula; Patricia
Hutchinson, G r e a t Falls; Jack
Hoon, Missoula, and Bob Pantzer,
Livingston, are on the committee
in charge of the dance. Bear Paws
will begin the ticket sale next
week.

Indian Expert Is New

Merriam Selected

Madame’s T o o tsie, Ball Chairman
Coaches Start Tentative Grid
Grows Like Topsy
Schedule Lists
Reveals Plans
Hoop Practice j
S e v e n Games Co-eds, if your feet have been
larger and wider during
Of F o re ster s
For Yearlings Grizzlies Will Initiate Relations getting
the last ten years, forget your trou
rfoagland Is Negotiating
Games With Teams
Of Last Year
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jOld Books Given

Member of Faculty

ForPh. D. Degree

To Dean Mollett

(Continued from Page One)
(Continued from Page One)

meeting of the American Associa-,
tion of University Professors, busi
ness conferences with New York
publishers concerning Frontier and
Midland, literary magazine of
which he is editor, and meetings
with alumni and former instruc
tors.
At the AAUP gathering, which
Merriam attended as representa
tive of the Montana State Univer
sity chapter, discussion centered
on annual reports, the economic
condition of the profession and the
relation of the AAUP to the Ameri
can Federation of Teachers.
Among the alumni he saw were
Ernest Erkkila, ’27, and Arthur
Burt, ex-’23, instructors at the
City College of New York; Alice
Hancock, BA. ’28, in library work
in New York city; Joe Cochran,
’27, with the publishers of Web
ster’s dictionary; Harold Shaw, '24,
dramatics director at Furman uni
versity, South Carolina; Dorothy
Marie Johnson, ex-’26, with the
Gregg Publishing company; John
Hutchens, ex-’27, dramatics critic
for the New York Times; the for
mer Anne Fearing, ex-’27, married
to a University of Missouri profes
sor, and Adolph Zech, ’30, instruc
tor in German at the University of
Missouri.
Merriam also met three former
university instructors, Dr. and Mrs.
Barnard Hewitt, Elinor Sickles of
Queens college and John Mason
Brown, drama critic for the New
York Evening Post.

—

Adequate Dancing Space,
Indirect Illumination
Are Suggested
Plans for the twenty-third an
nual Foresters’ ball are rapidly
assuming shape, according to Bill
Wagner, Missoula, Chief Push.
All committees have been se
lected and are now under “full
steam.” A crew of foresters has
been at work during the Christmas
v a c a t i o n gathering evergreen
boughs for decoarting the gym.
The selection of an orchestra has
not been made, but Wagner is con
tacting McElroy’s “Feeley-Dooley”
band of 13 pieces, now playing an
engagement, at the Spanish ball
room in Portland, Oregon. If this
band is secured, the cost will be
more than has ever been paid for
music.
The general decorative theme
will be like that of previous years,
but extensive changes will be made
in detail to provide more dancing
space.
“Ranger’s Dream,” the bar and
other meeting places for Paul Bunyans and Bunyanettes are being
planned. Indirect lighting will be
used for the first time at the ball.

Team Schedules

“British Pharmacopoeia” Added
To Private Collection
Dean C. E. Mollett of the pharm
acy school added another volume
to his collection of old and rare
pharmaceutical books after receiv
ing a copy of the “British Pharma
copoeia” this week from Peter
Welhie, Rosebud. The book, pub
lished in London in 1877, valuable
because of its age, was compiled
in the same manner as the “Amer
ican Pharmacopoeia.”
This book contains formulae of
many drugs and preparations still
accepted today. It is interesting
to note that many of the accepted
drugs and preparations of that day
have p a s s e d out of existence.
White marble, bread crumbs, bar
ley solution, bone ash and Sherry
wine, along with their pharma
ceutical uses, have been supple
mented by recent discoveries.
Dean Mollett’s collection con
tains a complete set of the “Amer
ican Pharmacopoeia,” published in

CLASSIFIED AD
LOST—Green Wahl fountain pen.
Return to Kaimin business of
fice.

R ifle Competition
NOTICE
The university women’s rifle
team has scheduled seven matches
for the 1938 season, first of which
will be fired against Fort Missoula
January 18.
Any university women who wish
to try out for the rifle team are
asked to see Major Caulkins as
soon as possible. Any woman is
eligible, whether or not she has
had experience.
Practice hours are from 3 to 5
p. m. on Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday; 10 to 12 a. m. on Tuesday
and Thursday, and 9 to 12 a. m.
on Saturday.
Other matches scheduled are:
January 25, Officers R e s e r v e
corps; February 1, university
freshmen; February 8, university
men; February 15, Garden City;
F e b r u a r y 22, Forest Service;
March 1, forestry school. All
matches will be fired'on the ROTC
range.

ANNE FORSSEN RECOVERING

da, Africa, negroes, a project under
the auspices of the International
Institute of African Languages and
Culture. Dr. Oberg has published
several articles.
Bom in British Columbia and a
graduate of the University of Brit
ish Columbia, Dr. Oberg went on
a fellowship to the University of
Pittsburgh, where he studied eco
nomics and took a master’s degree.
He took up the study of anthro
pology at the University of Chi
cago.
After a year’s study at Chicago
with Professors Edward Sapir and
Fay Cooper-Cole, Dr. Oberg went
to Alaska to study the social econ
omy of the Tlingit Indians. Dr.
Oberg has received fellowships
from the Internation Institute of
African Languages and Cultures to
the London school of economics,
and from the Social Science Re
search Council of New York. He
studied under Professor Diedrich
Westermann at the University of
Berlin.

when your glasses come
frojn us. Everything from
examination to finished
glasses done in our own
establishment.

All Independent men interested
in playing basketball are urged to
turn out for a practice at 10 o’clock
tomorrow morning in the men’s
gym.

Cigarettes
Luckies — Chesterfields
Camels — Old Colds
Raleighs

YOU PAY BUT
ONE PROFIT—

BARNETT
OPTOMETRISTS
129 E. Broadway

the United States, and several edi
tions important and interesting to
those in the pharmacy profession.

2 for 25c

Anne Forssen, Missoula, a fresh
man in the school of music, under
went an operation for appendicitis
Wednesday at Thornton hospital.
Doctors report that she is recover
ing satisfactorily.

Bonnets
give you the little
girl” look that men
find very engaging!
Here’s a grand col
lection w i t h big
brims! F a b r i c ,
straw or felt!

$ 1 .1 5 a Carton
*+ *

Smith Drug Store
South Side Pharmacy

$298

The
MERCANTILE..
• • MlttOMA*OLDBIT. UNMT ANDBMTROBI

Patronize Kaimin Advertisers
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ASMSU Will Sponsor
‘Back-to-School9 Mixer
ASMSU will present a “back-toschool” mixer at 9 o’clock tonight
in the Gold room, according to an
announcement by June Paulson,
social chairman. Jean Carroll’s
orchestra will furnish music for
the first winter quarter mixer.
Assisting Paulson are Elaine
Baskett, Big Timber, and Jack Ho
gan, Anaconda, social committee
members.
PROFESSOR RECEIVES
REQUEST TO USE WORK
Professor Rufus A. Coleman of
the English department has re
ceived a letter from the Federal
theater projects requesting per
mission to use material from his
books, “The Golden West” and
“Western Prose and Poetry,” for a
series of educational broadcasts
dealing with the western states.
The books were printed in 1932,
one as a first, and the other as a
second edition.
NOTICE
“All wrestlers and boxers who
intend to enter the M club tourna
ment eliminations should begin
training immediately,” announced
Joe Pomajevich, M d u b president,
yesterday. The tournament will
take place in the early part of
February.

ENROLL NO W
University tap class Tues
day evenings. University
ballroom class, inquire at
Student Union office.

DeREA
School of Dancing
210 South Third
Phone 3232

I

In Sterilized Bottles Is
the Ideal Drink for
Your Party
ORDER FROM YOUR DEALER

Z.— — - — — — -----------J

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

H ere’s
m ore pleasu re

Borg Jewelry and
Optical Co.
Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted

f ° r

Dr. E. L. Williams
Chiropractor
Foot Ailments
Masonic Temple — Phone 3735 |

Dr. W. H. Pardis
Chiropractor
Equipped with X-ray and
Neurocalometer
HAMMOND ARCADE

Dr. A. G. Whaley
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

-------------------- |
Dr. Florence Spon
Chiropractor
Palmer System — Phone 3562
Neurocalometer Service

I

38

’

. . .

a happier new year
. . . and more pleasure for the
thousands of new smokers who
are finding out about Chester
field’s milder better taste.
Mild ripe tobaccos and pure
cigarette paper are the best in
gredients a cigarette can have
... the$e are the things thatgive you
more pleasure in Chesterfields.

..youllfind MORE PLEASURE
in Chesterfields
milderbetter taste

Dr. A. E. Ostroot
Optometrist
Comfortable and Efficient
Vision
205-207 MONTANA BLDG.

(chesterfield
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